APPENDIX

A.1 AUTHOR IDENTIFICATION FORM

N.B. this form is requested with the submission of the entry!
(Shall be uploaded in the appropriate space "Doc. tender "* Administrative")

The signed authors of the competition entry for

INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTURAL IDEAS AND PROJECT COMPETITION FOR THE URBAN DEVELOPMENT OF “PIAZZA TRANSALPINA/TRG EUROPE”
CUP: F82G19000110002. CIG: 821890247D.

EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE – ECoC 2025 – GO! 2025

The undersigned:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Surname</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Born in | on |

| Resident in |

| City of residence | Code | County |

AS

(tick the respective box in case of multiple registrants)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-employed professional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate professional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal representative of professional companies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal representative of engineering companies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal representative of the provider of engineering and architectural services established in other member states in accordance with the legislation in force in their respective countries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal representative of a permanent consortium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorised representative (in the case of a temporary group already established or not established)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney of the competitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (please specify):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WARNING:

in the case of a grouping of companies, of any type, already established or still to be established, each of the companies making up the group must compile this form.
REQUESTS - to participate in the aforesaid competition and

CERTIFIES - participation as (tick the relevant box and fill in the relevant details):

☐ in the case of a self-employed professional

Company: .................................................................
Municipality, .................................................. ZIP code, .................................................. County, ..........................................
Phone number, .................................................. e-mail, ..........................................................
certified electronic mail, .................................. Tax code, ..................................................
VAT number, ..........................................................

in the case of an associated professional

associate of

Company: .................................................................
Municipality, .................................................. ZIP code, .................................................. County, ..........................................
Phone number, .................................................. e-mail, ..........................................................
certified electronic mail, .................................. Tax code, ..................................................
VAT number, ..........................................................

in the case of professional companies or engineering companies or permanent consortium

legal representative of

Company: .................................................................
Municipality, .................................................. ZIP code, .................................................. County, ..........................................
Phone number, .................................................. e-mail, ..........................................................
certified electronic mail, .................................. Tax code, ..................................................
VAT number, ..........................................................

in the case of Legal representative of the provider of engineering and architectural services established in other member states in accordance with the legislation in force in the respective countries:

Legal representative of

Company: .................................................................
Municipality, .................................................. ZIP code, .................................................. County, ..........................................

Legal representative of
in the case of a temporary group already established

Representative
Participation quota, %

Company:

Municipality, ZIP code, County,

Phone number, e-mail,

certified electronic mail, Tax code,

VAT number,

Group member
Participation quota, %

Company:

Municipality, ZIP code, County,

Phone number, e-mail,

certified electronic mail, Tax code,

VAT number,

Group member
Participation quota, %

Company:

Municipality, ZIP code, County,

Phone number, e-mail,

certified electronic mail, Tax code,

VAT number,

in the case of a temporary group not yet established

Representative
Participation quota, %

Company:

Municipality, ZIP code, County,
in the case of the competitor's attorney; it must be an original document giving power of attorney or a copy of the original, pursuant to the law.

Attorney, with tax code .............................. and VAT number ...........................................
Phone number ...................................................... e-mail ......................................................

Of the competitor (enter the data of the competitor for which he/she acts):
Tax code ............................................................. VAT number ..............................................
Phone number ...................................................... e-mail ......................................................
certified electronic mail ...........................................

in the case of a competitor using an auxiliary to meet the qualification requirements
(SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ECONOMIC-FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL-ORGANISATIONAL SKILLS AND TRIAL MEANS FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF THE NEXT ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING SERVICES – see chapter 1.2.2 of Appendix 1)
- communicates that it intends to use: .......................................................... ................................
(name and registered office of the Auxiliary) with reference to the following requirements
CERTIFIES

Authorised person who would lead the project (title / name, surname and address)

Address for sending the possible call for additional requirements: (not necessarily the author's)

THE TEMPORARY GROUPING MUST CONTAIN AT LEAST ONE YOUNG PROFESSIONAL, A GRADUATE LICENSED TO PRACTISE LESS THAN FIVE YEARS AGO under the rules of the State of residence

The young professional is:

Name......................................Surname................................Order of Architects/Engineers..............................................
Number....................................from............................................(date of registration)
Company...........................................................................................................................................................
Municipality................................ZIP code................................Country...........................................................
Phone number.....................................e-mail...............................................
certified electronic mail.............................................Tax code............................................................
VAT number...........................................................................................................................................................

CONFIRMS that:

▪ We are acquainted with competition terms and agree to them;
▪ We are entitled to take part in the competition according to the terms herein set out;
▪ We are the holders of copyright;
▪ We fulfil all the needed conditions and terms to perform the contracted work;
▪ We agree to the possible commission of the works;
▪ We fulfil all the conditions of capacity to participate and can deliver the necessary proof thereof when required;
▪ We are aware that winning the Ideas competition does not give automatic right to the commission of the actual design of the works;
▪ We undertake not to make the project or any parts of it public before the Commission has expressed and formalised its own judgment;
▪ For economic operators with headquarters, residence or domicile in the countries included in the "black list": We are in possession of the valid authorisation issued in accordance with the d.m. December 14, 2010 of the Ministry of Economy and Finance pursuant to (art. 37 of Legislative Decree 78/2010, conv. In l. 122/2010) or declare to have submitted an application for authorisation pursuant to art. 1 paragraph 3 of the legislative decree 14.12.2010 and attach a certified copy of the authorisation request sent to the Ministry.

UNDERTAKES
to show, in addition to the required documentation, any other documentation that the EGTC GO may deem necessary for the completion of the preliminary document checks

CONSENTS

▪ pursuant to article 13 of EU Regulation 2016/679, that the EGTC GO may carry out the storing and processing of personal data freely provided;
▪ that the processing of personal data may also take place over time with electronic and / or automated means suitable for the purposes listed below.

Information pursuant to art. 13 of the EU Regulation n. 2016/679
Pursuant to art. 13 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 we inform you that the processing of personal data provided or otherwise acquired is aimed solely for the completion of the competition, for publications required by law, for the management of any contractual relationship, archiving and storage, access management procedures, civic access, generalised access and other forms of access and will take place at the offices of the Entity by authorised personnel, with the possible use of computerised procedures, as may be necessary solely for the aforementioned purposes. The data will be kept in compliance and for the duration foreseen by the rules on the conservation of the administrative documentation and in order to pre-establish any evidence for the protection of rights arising from the contract.

The data controller is the EGTC GO in the person of the legal representative pro tempore (Email: info@euro-go.eu, PEC: pec@pec.euro-go.eu, telephone 0481 535446).

The Data Protection Officer (DPO): Law Firm Avv. Paolo Vicenzotto with headquarters in Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, 54 - 33170 Pordenone (PN) tel. 0434 29046 - mail. dpo@studiolegalevicenzotto.it

The provision of such data is necessary to fulfil the purposes described above and is mandatory.

The data collected may be known to law firms, arbitrators, insurance companies, and banking services only insofar as they are necessary for the purposes described. Some information will be communicated to other institutional subjects, public administrations, bodies, public companies, also for the purpose of reporting on projects or shared administrative services, or for other purposes provided for by law.

Interested parties as specified above, have the right to obtain access to personal data from the EGTC GO and the correction or cancellation of the same or test limits to the processing that concerns them or to oppose the processing (articles 15 and following of the Regulations). The specific application is presented by contacting the Data Protection Officer at dpo@studiolegalevicenzotto.it

Interested parties who believe that the processing of personal data referring to them occurs in violation of the provisions of the Regulation have the right to lodge a complaint, as provided for by art. 77 of the same Regulation, or to take the appropriate judicial seats (art. 79 of the Regulation).

All the signatories declare to have received the information above.

SIGNATURE

Instructions

The request and the declarations therein are made and signed by the competitor / legal representative of the competitor and therefore, depending on the legal nature of the same:

- from the self-employed professional;
- from the associated professional;
- by the legal representative of the associated firm;
- by the legal representative of the professional company;
- by the legal representative of the engineering company;
- by the service provider / legal representative of the service provider;
- by the legal representative of the permanent consortium;
- by the agent's authorised representative / legal representative in the case of a temporary grouping already established;
- by the competitor who will be designated as an agent / legal representative of the agent of the temporary grouping not yet established and also signed by all the members of the constituting temporary grouping not yet established.